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NATIONAL CAERSTONE COMPETITION ENTRY



DESERT EMBRACE
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In response to the DESIGN BRIEF, envision a transformative accommodation haven at the Karoo padstall. Embrace the desert-like surround-
ings, emphasizing Instagramable moments for tourists and film crews. Craft entertainment zones reflecting the local environment, ensuring 

celebration of basic human needs - eating, sleeping, bathing, and socializing. Channel inspiration from the four elements - Fire, Water, Earth, 

and Air. Incorporate three water elements for a refreshing touch. Utilize PG Bison products judiciously within designs to elevate aesthetics 

and functionality. Strive for a harmonious blend of comfort and creativity, delivering an immersive experience that transcends the ordinary.

In the heart of the Karoo, South Africa, a once-abandoned building and site have been transformed into a captivating oasis amidst the 

desert expanse. The old structure, redesigned to emulate the allure of ancient ruins, now teems with lush greenery, offering an inviting 

haven to weary travelers. Surrounding this enchanting centerpiece are modern edifices that house a restaurant, indoor swimming pool, pit 

stop shop, and public bathrooms, providing essential amenities for visitors. Accommodation pods, thoughtfully placed in the distant desert, 

beckon guests to immerse themselves fully in nature's embrace, basking in the raw beauty of the desert landscape. This harmonious inte-

gration of old and new creates a unique escape where guests can reconnect with the elemental allure of the desert. Three water elements, 

seamlessly woven into the design, manifest as reflecting pools, a waterfall wall, and private plunge pools, enhancing the overall sensory ex-

perience and providing picturesque backdrops for memorable Instagramable moments. The strategic use of PG Bison products amplifies the 

aesthetic appeal, ensuring both functionality and sustainability in this innovative desert haven.



NATIONAL PG BISON COMPETITION ENTRY
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EXTERIOR WATER FEATURE:
 

An enchanting water stream has been 
carved into the preexisting structure, to 
enhancing the oasis ambiance of the 
newly constructed outdoor courtyard.

NATIONAL PG BISON COMPETITION ENTRY

PG BISON MELAWOOD PRODUCT
Supermatt | Caldera

PG BISON MELAWOOD PRODUCT
  Supermatt | Congo
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A project deeply rooted in the aspirations of Kim and Keith, a couple on the brink of retirement. Their vision was a spacious, practical home that seamlessly embraced the tranquil 
lagoon side setting, a place where they could enjoy the serenity of their surroundings. The design palette, featuring off-whites and shades of green inspired by the fynbos landscape, 
merges classic and contemporary aesthetics. Timber floors offer warmth, and subtle black accents add sophistication. With elegant details like skirting, door frames, and cornices, 
HOUSE GESS epitomizes comfortable luxury, a haven for the couple to savor their retirement years in style and serenity, overlooking the picturesque Lagoon.

House Gess, located at 19 Fernwood Drive in Fernwood Private Estate, Knysna, is tailored for Keith (60) and Kim (57)—a couple crafting their retirement abode. The property, fea-House Gess, located at 19 Fernwood Drive in Fernwood Private Estate, Knysna, is tailored for Keith (60) and Kim (57)—a couple crafting their retirement abode. The property, fea-
turing a gradual 12-meter slope, allows flexibility for a single or double-story construction. Maximizing the stunning northwest-facing lagoon view, the house strategically positions 
itself, ensuring unobstructed panoramas. Key specifications include an open-plan layout for the kitchen, dining, and living areas, leading seamlessly to a patio with stacker doors for 
optimal enjoyment of the lagoon views. The master suite emphasizes luxury with stacker doors, a balcony, and the option for dual dressing rooms or a generously sized master bath-
room. Other essentials encompass two en suite double bedrooms, a guest suite with independent access, outdoor living space with a built-in braai and a compact swimming pool, a 
double garage with storage, and a spacious driveway designed for easy maneuvering.
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HOUSE GESS



HOUSE GESS RESIDENTIAL

View of House

Front Door
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House Gess | Ground Floor
Plan NTS
Total : 266 sqm



HOUSE GESS | RESIDENTIAL

Overall Lagoon 
View

Living Room Dining Room
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Kitchen Scullery Kitchen Scullery

Master Suite



HOUSE GESS | RESIDENTIAL

Patio Pool

Back Garden
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Guidelines for the Hospitality Design Competition | 2022 Exam Project

Introduction:
Welcome to the Hospitality Design Competition for the 2022 Exam Project, centered around the redesign of the Westlake Golf Clubhouse located on Westlake Ave, Lakeside, Cape 
Town. The esteemed clients for this project are the Tintswalo Group, renowned architect Neal Sachs of Zuckerman Sachs Architects, and the Westlake Golf Club itself. Tintswalo, 

in collaboration with Zuckerman Sachs, has granted you the opportunity to infuse your creative vision into the interior spaces of the new Westlake Golf Clubhouse.

Design Focus:
Your task involves conceptualizing and curating the interior design of specific areas within the clubhouse. The ground floor demands attention to the halfway house and locker Your task involves conceptualizing and curating the interior design of specific areas within the clubhouse. The ground floor demands attention to the halfway house and locker 
rooms for both genders, while the first floor includes spaces like the members' bar, slow lounge, dining area, and an expansive outdoor patio seating. Design considerations encom-
pass floors, walls, and ceiling treatments, material specifications, furniture selection, fireplace design, lighting schemes, accessory choices, and sanitary ware fixtures. Keep in mind 
the high-end aesthetic desired by the clients, but also consider practicality and local sourcing within the specified budget. The Westlake Golf Club emphasizes a traditional yet 
fresh ambiance with natural materials and a touch of elegance, emphasizing the need for a timeless architectural aesthetic that balances innovation with practicality. Your design 

should withstand the test of time while being functional and inviting to create a sense of 'home' for all who enter.

Concept Response:
My concept seamlessly merges modern and vintage classic styles, harmonizing up-to-date materials with sophisticated, traditional furnishings. This blend creates a timeless and in-My concept seamlessly merges modern and vintage classic styles, harmonizing up-to-date materials with sophisticated, traditional furnishings. This blend creates a timeless and in-

viting ambiance, embodying the Westlake Golf Club's desire for fresh thinking within a traditional setting.

WESTLAKE GOLF CLUB



WESTLAKE | HOSPITALITY DESIGN

Members Club | Bar and restaurant
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Westlake Golf Club |  Members Lounge
NTS





WESTLAKE | HOSPITALITY DESIGN

Interior Seating

Exterior Seating
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Members Club | Lounge



WESTLAKE | HOSPITALITY DESIGN
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In Response:
Nestled in the scenic Cederberg on Wild Olive, Edenveld Farm, our project unveils five thoughtfully ar-Nestled in the scenic Cederberg on Wild Olive, Edenveld Farm, our project unveils five thoughtfully ar-
ranged pods for an immersive experience in the natural surroundings. Guests can revel in seclusion 
amidst majestic rock mountains and delicate fynbos. The cabin seamlessly blends into nature with a 
light steel frame and dark timber cladding, while the warm Scandinavian interior, featuring simple 
built-in finishes and lighter birch timber cladding, offers a cozy and luxurious contrast. This deliberate 
combination crafts a uniquely picturesque and unforgettable holiday getaway, aligning perfectly with 

Stay Unique's vision.

DISCONNECTING TO RECONNECT

Wild Olive, Edenveldt Farm, Cederbergs

Jan Disselsriver

Brief Guideline:
Stay Unique invites creative minds to shape innovative cabin designs, targeting the construction of six cabins Stay Unique invites creative minds to shape innovative cabin designs, targeting the construction of six cabins 
near Cape Town in 2023 and future expansion in 2024. The selected designs offer a unique opportunity for 
implementation, providing participants with firsthand experience of the finished cabins. Stay Unique, through 
its distinctive partnership model, gains access to prime locations, deploying up to three cabins per site for op-
erational efficiency. Designs should elevate Stay Unique in the eco-accommodation sector, emphasizing a 
timeless, premium aesthetic inspired by natural surroundings. Steering clear of gimmicks, the focus lies on 
practical yet inventive features for an Instagrammable and memorable customer experience within budget 
constraints. These unique designs play a pivotal role in defining Stay Unique's brand identity, enhancing the 

allure of each location and serving as a significant drawcard for the brand.



STAY UNIQUE ACCOMMODATION CABIN

Cabin front exterior
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STAY UNIQUE 
Floor plan
1:50



Kubu lighting range 
Weylandts

Osaka Round Table, 
Pedersen Lennard

Bonbon 2 Rechargeable,
Portable table 
 Lighting

Tailored Headboard Design:

Serving as a stylish bed backdrop, this headboard doubles as a room 

divider, seamlessly separating the kitchen and sleeping space.



STAY UNIQUE ACCOMMODATION CABIN

Dinning & fireplace

Kitchen-net & sleeping
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STAY UNIQUE 
Elevation A
1:50

STAY UNIQUE 
Elevation B
1:50



Italtile 
Franke Sirius Carbon Black sink 
Tivoli Vincenza Sink mixer

Meir mounted basin spout
Villeroy and Bosch top basin

SIBO wall hung toilet
Geberit dual flush

Bathroom Butler holder

Meir round shower head

and mixer

Gas burner 
Domino Built in Hob

SMEG kettle

Kitchen-net 



STAY UNIQUE ACCOMMODATION CABIN

Vanity & storageBathroom



barnet fair
barber shop

Nestled on Bree Street in Cape Town, the rejuvenated Barnet Fair Barbershop, formerly an aged gentlemen's 
haven, now exudes a hip and modern vibe. With a clean layout, eclectic materials, and soft white lighting, the 
redesign delivers a fresh and lasting aesthetic. The revamped space includes four barber stations, a welcoming 
front-of-house, a coffee/drinks station, a comfortable waiting area, a prep & wash station, a kitchenette, and 
outdoor seating. This transformation perfectly embodies the contemporary and edgy vision outlined in the 

client brief, creating an inviting and vibrant space in the heart of the city.

The objective of this client brief is to redesign and elevate the interior space of Barnet Fair Barbershop, re-
cently acquired by Aruzagraph (Pty) Ltd. Shifting from a mid-tier to mid-upper tier positioning, the design 
should be contemporary, edgy, and clean, incorporating natural elements like wood and stone. The focus is 
on a high-quality practical service offering, with a maximum of 5 barber stations, a small kitchen, retail shelv-
ing, and creative lighting. The design must be unique in Cape Town, sparking natural conversations. Restric-
tions include no physical alterations to the building, plumbing modifications, or external attachments. Optional 

features like exterior plants and seating are welcomed.
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BARNET FAIR | BARBER SHOP

Barber Stations



PREP &
WASH
AREA

Barnet Fair | Floorplan
NTS

RECEPTION

WAITING AREA

BACK GARDEN
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Front of house
Storage



BARNET FAIR | BARBER SHOP

Reception
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Front of house | Waiting area



Staff Kitchennet

Prep Station



BARNET FAIR | BARBER SHOP

Prep & wash area



Design a compact living space in Cape Town City Bowl, choosing 

from various locations like Bo Kaap, Gardens, or V&A Waterfront. 

The property, with an elongated shape, requires an entrance at 

the shorter end facing the street. You can position the building be-

tween two existing structures or demolish one for your design. 

The internal dimensions are 4500 mm x 11000 mm, spanning a 

ground floor, first floor, second floor, and rooftop garden. Connec-

front, and an option for a small courtyard at the back. Design flex-

ibility is allowed, focusing primarily on the interior. Key elements 

include innovative planning for compact living, thoughtful use of 

space under staircases, incorporation of essential areas (kitchen, 

bedroom, bathroom), and attention to materials and natural light. 

Your design must showcase at least one iconic international furni-

ture piece, and the rooftop should serve a purpose. Ensure align-

ment with the provided proportions and CAD drawings, unleashing 

creativity within the specified parameters.

BOXED
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GROUND FLOOR
Scale 1:100



FIRST IMPRESSIONGUEST WC

BOXED RESIDENTIAL



BACK GARDEN
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FIRST FLOOR
Scale 1:100



MASTER SUITE

BOXED RESIDENTIAL
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SECOND FLOOR
Scale 1:100



BOXED RESIDENTIAL



MEZZANINE

ROOFTOP

MEZZANINE
Scale 1:100
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OFFICE

ROOF PLAN
Scale 1:100

BOXED RESIDENTIAL



OPENROOM |OFFICE DESIGN

Openroom Design is a haven for artists, designers, and creatives, fostering an environment of collaboration and inspiration. The design concept revolves around flexibility, allowing designers to freely come and 

go. On weekdays, it transforms into a clean and calming workspace, providing the ideal backdrop for focused creativity. Come the weekend, the atmosphere shifts to a vibrant, hip, and colorful exhibition space, 

showcasing the dynamic energy of the creative community. This dual-purpose design encapsulates the essence of openroom—a space that not only adapts to the work needs of its occupants but also celebrates 

the diversity and artistic flair of its members. The transition fthe diversity and artistic flair of its members. The transition from work to exhibition seamlessly captures the spirit of a community where innovation, creativity, and expression thrive.

CRAFT AN OFFICE SPACE for openroom in Cape Town CBD that reflects a vibrant, collaborative, and playful atmosphere, aligning with post-pandemic trends in office design. Em-
brace flexibility by moving beyond traditional open-plan layouts and introducing versatile workspaces, accommodating various needs like co-working, collaboration, and private pods.

Consider the provided 10th story floor plan, preserving existing windows and openings while integrating bulkheads for lowered ceilings, lighting, and enhanced acoustic insulation. Maintain the spec-

ified finishes (polished concrete floors, white plastered and painted walls, exposed AC ducting with suspended track lighting) and incorporate decorative details and art for added visual interest.
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FIRST IMPRESSION



OPENROOM OFFICE

OPENROOM OFFICE SPACE
FLOORPLAN NTS
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WAITING AREA



OPENROOM OFFICE

OPEN PLAN OFFICE SPACE LARGE MEETING ROOM
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HOUSE GESS |  KITCHEN DETAIL

 72 - 73

WORKING DRAWINGS  

 75 - 79

ON Q APARTMENT 602 | EN SUITE DETAIL

 81 

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
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HOUSE GESS | KITCHEN DETAIL



NTS

NTS



NTS

HOUSE GESS | KITCHEN DETAIL
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WORKING DRAWING

GENERAL
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WORKING DRAWING
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WORKING DRAWING
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WORKING DRAWING
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WORKING DRAWING
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APARTMENT 602 | EN SUITE

ON Q  | APARTMENT 603
EN SUITE ELEVATION AA
SCALE 1:25
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CANDELABRA | VASE 2023 OBJECT DESIGN

 72 - 73

CREMA TABLE LIGHT DESIGN COMPETITION ENTRIES

 75 - 79

DECOREX SUSTAINABLE CHAIR DESIGN ENTRY

 81 

PRODUCT DESIGNPRODUCT DESIGN
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CANDELABRA | VASE PRODUCT DESIGN
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CREMA | A-GAME TABLE LIGHT
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CREMA | NEBULA TABLE LIGHT
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DECOREX | SUSTAINABLE CHAIR
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